Flush: The Scoop on Poop Throughout the Ages by Charise Mericle Harper

If The Object Is To Present A Fun View Of History, Flush Is The Item Of Choice.

Did you know that a castle's moat was a means of disposing waste material or that King Louis the XIV and XIII both conducted business while on their special thrones? Charise Harper uncovers these and many more fascinating facts about poop and other things bathroom-related in Flush: The Scoop on Poop Throughout the Ages. Fun and humorous poems are accompanied by sidebars full of interesting information. Her zany, eye-catching illustrations will appeal to all ages, and readers will delight in the attention-getting and disgusting subject: the history of poop.

My Personal Review:
Everyone poops. It's a normal bodily function, so why not find out how our bodily wastes have been handled through the ages. In general this book was written for 8-12 yr olds, but as an adult, I enjoyed it, found it very interesting and even learned a few things. The author has done a cute job with making the information available in rhyme and funny drawings. I plan to give this book to my 10 yr old nephew.
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